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The Otway Agroforestry Network (OAN) is a not for profit community group that facilitates the establishment and
management of multi‐purpose trees on farms in ways that help create a robust biological infrastructure to underpin the
economic, environmental and social values of our agricultural landscapes. Formed in 1993, the OAN now have more than
150 landholder members and have been leaders in the development of innovative extension methods to support the
harmonious integration of forestry and agriculture in our region.

The Australian Agroforestry Foundation is a not‐for‐profit company established in 2010 to develop, deliver and
support education and extension programs that advance, encourage and promote the wise use of trees and forests
on farms and across the landscape. The work of the foundation includes the existing Australian Master TreeGrower
Program developed by the University of Melbourne and the Peer Group Mentoring concept developed by the Otway
Agroforestry Network.

Members of the Otway Agroforestry Network show Tony Burke and Darren Cheeseman what we mean by
integrated multipurpose forestry on farms.
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Multipurpose trees on farms:
Agroforestry is simply forestry by farmers, either alone or in partnership with other investors. In most areas,
this will involve new multipurpose forests planted to support agricultural production, provide conservation
outcomes and produce timber and other marketable products and services.


Victorian farmers have the potential and willingness to produce commercial forest products and can do
so in a way that satisfies many of the community’s environmental social concerns surrounding
industrial plantation development, public native forest logging, animal welfare and carbon
sequestration.



As much as 20% of the agricultural
landscape could be planted to
multipurpose trees without having a
negative impact on agricultural
production by integrating the trees
for shelter and targeting
unproductive land and riparian
areas.



Farmers are more likely to commit
to the production of long rotation,
high quality, native timbers than
20% of this catchment in the Otways, covering 30
other investor types because they
farms, has been planted to multipurpose trees.
can capture the non‐timber values
of trees on farms (shelter, natural pest control, soil erosion control, biodiversity, aesthetics etc.).



We acknowledge there is a need for an industrial plantation industry to produce the bulk of the wood
required to support a domestic and export timber industry. We also recognise that there may be a
place for public native forest logging. Farmers can not only supplement the production of commodity
logs but can also produce a wider diversity of species and log types including specialty timbers.



Involving the farming community can add great value to the industry, help build community support for
the forestry sector overall and provide a wide range of environmental and social benefits for those
living in the agricultural landscape.

Andrew Stewart, OAN coordinator and MTG
committee member, explains how agroforestry
offers a solution to community concerns about the
environmental impacts of plantations and native
forestry to Luke Chamberlain, Wilderness Society
Victoria's Forest Campaigner, and Lindsay
Hesketh, Forest Campaign Coordinator for the
Australia Conservation Foundation.
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Recommendations
1. That the Victorian Government recognise the unique potential for multipurpose forests on farms to
play a significant role in producing forest products and locking up carbon across a wide range of sites,
landholdings and scales.
2. That the Victorian Government ensure that public investment in land conservation and biodiversity
enhancement within the agricultural landscape (including Landcare) allow a degree of carefully
planned silvicultural management and the harvesting of timber products.
3. That the Victorian Government ensure that any codes of practice for forestry on farms be out‐come
orientated, thereby allowing for innovation in harvesting practices (such as selective low‐impact
logging), rather than prescriptive (based on assumptions about practices and their possible impacts).
4. Whatever the public good outcomes (carbon, timber, land protection or biodiversity), the Victorian
Government should not fund or support direct incentive programs such as tax breaks, up‐front cash
payments, cost‐share grants, low interest loans etc. There are more effective options.
5. That the Victorian Government invest in a comprehensive landholder and community education,
extension program to deliver the desired public good outcomes from farm revegetation. This would
involve supporting farmer networks, industry engagement, the Master TreeGrower Program and Peer
Mentoring.
6. That the Victorian Government support harvesting, milling and drying trials with industry (brokers,
harvesting contractors, transport companies, timber processors, builders and furniture makers) to
build knowledge, experience and confidence in the sector and help in the marketing of farm grown
timber products.
7. That the Victorian Government acknowledge that the timber produced on farms for use in buildings,
furniture and other wood products locks up carbon for the medium to long term thus increasing the
effectiveness of farm plantings to help tackle climate change.

Long term rotations of up to 30 years don’t really present a problem to me because, well really…I think there’s an
opportunity there because, whilst the trees are there improving the farm productivity and environmental integrity of
the property they’re growing into timber … we’re currently making our living from prime lambs and beef and the
trees are assisting in that process so we have assured income, but the next generation, they’ll gain the benefit of
harvesting those trees then perpetuating the system by replanting (Andrew Stewart, 4th generation farmer and
coordinator of the Otway Agoforestry Network and Master TreeGrower)
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A simple example: Handmade Melbourne furniture produced from farm grown trees that were
planted for conservation along an eroded creek on a Victorian family farm

The creek on Rowan Reid’s farm as it was in 1987 – trees were planted for conservation and shelter

A 31‐year‐old pruned eucalypt grown by Rowan Reid on his Bambra Agroforestry Farm in a mixed species
planting along the same eroded creek. The 92cm diameter tree was felled then milled and dried in a solar kiln
on the farm before being sold to Tuckey Furniture in Melbourne for use in high value furniture (right).
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Developing a Victorian farm forestry industry – some suggestions
A state‐wide farm forestry extension initiative
Building on the success of the Otway and Gippsland Agroforestry Networks, the Australian Master TreeGrower
program and the Peer Group Mentoring initiative we would form a joint management committee to deliver the
following extension program across Victoria:
1. Support existing regional landholder networks (e.g. Gippsland and Otway Agroforestry Networks) and
use their model to initiate and revitalise other networks across the state
2. Run eight regional stakeholder workshops: “Trees on farms for regional conservation and industry”
3. Deliver ten new Master TreeGrower courses for landholders across Victoria
4. Deliver Peer Group Mentoring programs to train, then pay farmers to work with landholders.
5. Undertake a Most Significant Change evaluation to assess the impacts of the program
6. Run a conference on multipurpose farm trees to share case studies and present the results of the
project
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Farm timber harvesting and processing trial
There is a need for on‐farm/in‐industry research to provide practical case studies and real timber products that
highlight the opportunities and challenges facing timber production on farms and the harvesting, haulage,
processing and utilisation of farm grown timber. Through the work of innovative and committed individuals in
the Otways, Gippsland and Northern Victoria we have demonstrated that farm grown timber from native
species including Blackwood, Eucalypts and Sandalwood can be grown for high quality products on Victorian
farms. What we now need in industry engagement, research support and market development to build a new
forestry industry in the State based on sustainably grown farm timbers.
With government support we require:
1. On farm harvesting and haulage trials – particularly exploring low‐impact, selective harvesting of
sawlogs from multipurpose plantings (riparian forests, shelterbelts etc.).
2. Mill studies (in existing mills) to access the quality of farm grown timber (pine, hardwood, specialty
species)
3. Distribution of timber to builders and furniture makers to challenge misconceptions (about growth
rates, species, wood quality etc.) and develop products for demonstration.
4. Publications and exhibitions of farm grown timber furniture and buildings
This project would involve existing native timber sawmillers, furniture makers, ex‐CSIRO timber researchers,
university researchers and farmer groups in a shared commitment to developing a new future for the Victorian
forestry industry.

Furniture produced from pruned eucalypt logs selectively harvested from multipurpose plantings on the Bambra
Agroforestry Farm.

WE HAVE PROVED IT IS POSSIBLE – NOW WE NEED TO MAKE IT HAPPEN
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